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Oscillatory Beta Activity Mediates Neuroplastic Effects of
Motor Cortex Stimulation in Humans
Craig J. McAllister, Kim C. Rönnqvist, Ian M. Stanford, Gavin L. Woodhall, Paul L. Furlong, and Stephen D. Hall
Aston Brain Centre, School of Life and Health Sciences, Aston University, Birmingham, B4 7ET, United Kingdom

Continuous theta burst stimulation (cTBS) is a repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation protocol that can inhibit human motor cortex
(M1) excitability and impair movement for ⱕ1 h. While offering valuable insights into brain function and potential therapeutic benefits,
these neuroplastic effects are highly variable between individuals. The source of this variability, and the electrophysiological mechanisms
underlying the inhibitory after-effects, are largely unknown. In this regard, oscillatory activity at beta frequency (15–35 Hz) is of particular interest as it is elevated in motor disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and modulated during the generation of movements. Here, we
used a source-level magnetoencephalography approach to investigate the hypothesis that the presence of neuroplastic effects following
cTBS is associated with concurrent changes in oscillatory M1 beta activity. M1 cortices were localized with a synthetic aperture magnetometry beamforming analysis of visually cued index finger movements. Virtual electrode analysis was used to reconstruct the spontaneous and movement-related oscillatory activity in bilateral M1 cortices, before and from 10 to 45 min after cTBS. We demonstrate that
40 s of cTBS applied over left M1 reduced corticospinal excitability in the right index finger of 8/16 participants. In these responder
participants only, cTBS increased the power of the spontaneous beta oscillations in stimulated M1 and delayed reaction times in the
contralateral index finger. No further changes were observed in the latency or power of movement-related beta oscillations. These data
provide insights into the electrophysiological mechanisms underlying cTBS-mediated impairment of motor function and demonstrate
the association between spontaneous oscillatory beta activity in M1 and the inhibition of motor function.

Introduction
Non-invasive brain stimulation techniques such as repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) can induce sustained
neuroplastic effects and change motor behavior (for review, see
Hoogendam et al., 2010). These techniques are therefore of great
interest in relation to understanding and optimizing neurorehabilitation following brain injury or stroke or in movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Ridding and Rothwell,
2007). Patterned stimulation protocols are considered to be particularly promising as the application of 40 s of continuous theta
burst stimulation (cTBS) over the human primary motor cortex
(M1) has been reported to produce a strong inhibition of cortical
excitability and impairment of motor function for up to 1 h (Di
Lazzaro et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2005). However, not all participants display such profound inhibitory aftereffects (McAllister
et al., 2011; Goldsworthy et al., 2012; Hamada et al., 2012) and
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recent outcomes in stroke and PD patients have proved disappointing (Eggers et al., 2010; Talelli et al., 2012). An improved
understanding of the underlying mechanisms of TBS-mediated
effects and the factors affecting its variability is, therefore, essential to advance its therapeutic value.
The inhibitory after-effects of cTBS are typically proposed to
involve long-term depression-like changes in synaptic transmission as described in animal models (Hess and Donoghue, 1996).
The extent to which they are related to changes in cortical oscillatory activity is rarely examined; however, and the few studies to
do so, using electroencephalography (EEG) recordings, have produced contrasting results (McAllister et al., 2011; Noh et al.,
2012). The lack of attention to this topic is rather surprising
considering that activity in human M1 is characterized by spontaneous neuronal network oscillations at a beta-band (15–35 Hz)
frequency. Furthermore, electrophysiological studies in PD patients show a strong relationship between impaired movement
and elevated oscillatory beta activity within the motor system
(Brown, 2007).
Stagg et al. (2009) demonstrated, using magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (MRS), that cTBS increased GABA concentration
within the stimulated M1 region. Studies in animal models and
humans indicate that beta oscillations are the summed output of
principal cells temporally aligned by GABAergic interneuron
rhythmicity (Jensen et al., 2005; Yamawaki et al., 2008). The
power of both spontaneous and movement-related oscillatory
beta activity in human M1 are GABA-A dependent, as demonstrated by their modulation following the administration of benzodiazepine drugs (Jensen et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2010, 2011).
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Therefore, if increased GABAergic drive underlies the inhibitory
after-effects of cTBS on the human motor system, it is expected
that it will be reflected in concurrent changes in spontaneous
and/or movement-related beta activity.
Here, we exploited the high spatial and temporal resolution of
contemporary magnetoencephalography (MEG) methods to determine the impact of cTBS on spontaneous and movementrelated oscillatory activity in M1 cortices. We demonstrate an
association between increased spontaneous oscillatory beta activity and the presence of cTBS-mediated inhibitory after-effects,
thereby strengthening our understanding of the mechanisms underlying cTBS and the functional role of beta oscillations in the
human motor system.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Sixteen right-handed healthy volunteers (aged 19 – 44 years, nine females and seven males) with normal or corrected to normal vision
participated in the study. The TMS Adult Safety Screen (Keel et al.,
2001) was used to identify any participants who may have been predisposed to possible adverse effects of the stimulation. No adverse
effects of TMS occurred during the course of the experimental procedures. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki, and approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of
Life and Health Sciences at Aston University. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Electromyography recording and TMS
The electromyographic (EMG) activity of the first dorsal interosseous
(FDI) muscle in the right hand was recorded using bipolar, single differential surface EMG electrodes (DE-2.1; Delsys). The surface electrodes
comprised two 10 ⫻ 1 mm silver bar strips, spaced 10 mm apart, with a 20
Hz– 450 kHz bandwidth, 92 dB common mode rejection ratio, and
⬎10 15 ⍀ input impedance. The electrodes were placed over the muscle
and a reference ground electrode was placed over the ulnar process of the
right wrist. The EMG signal was digitized with a sampling rate of 2 kHz
using a Micro 1401 analog-digital converter and analyzed using Signal
version 4 (Cambridge Electronic Design).
Single-pulse TMS was performed using a Magstim 200 2 stimulator
and cTBS was performed using a Magstim Super Rapid stimulator (Magstim). Both forms of stimulation were performed using a 70 mm diameter figure-of-eight coil, held tangentially to the scalp with the coil handle
pointing backward ⬃45° laterally. The optimal position for evoking a
response in the FDI muscle was marked on the scalp and the coil position
was then fixed using a mechanical arm (Manfrotto & Co). Active motor
threshold (AMT) was defined as the minimum stimulator output necessary to evoke a response of at least 200 V in 5 of 10 consecutive trials
from the FDI muscle as participants used visual feedback to maintain a
force level corresponding to ⬃5% maximum voluntary contraction. Participants were instructed to open their eyes and to relax their hand and
finger muscles during all other TMS procedures.

MEG
Neuromagnetic activity was recorded using a whole-head 275 channel
MEG system (VSM Medtech) in a magnetically shielded room. Participants were seated with eyes open and observed a central fixation point on
a computer monitor at a distance of 1.5 m. Three fiducial coils were
affixed to each participant at the nasion and bilateral pre-auricular points
to continuously monitor head position during recordings. A 3D digitization of each participant’s scalp and fiducial coil positions (Polhemus
Isotrak; Kaiser Aerospace), were coregistered with their 3 T anatomical
MR image (Siemens) using a modified version of a previously used
surface-matching algorithm (Adjamian et al., 2004). Data were collected
at a sample rate of 1200 Hz using a third-order gradiometer configuration with a 50 Hz notch filter and 1–300 Hz bandpass filter.

Experimental protocols
In the first experimental session, single-pulse TMS was used to assess
changes in corticospinal excitability within each participant before and

after the application of a 40 s train of cTBS over left M1. Corticospinal
excitability was assessed by measuring the mean amplitude of the motorevoked potential (MEP) in the contralateral FDI muscle elicited by 15 test
pulses, delivered every 4.0 – 6.0 s. The stimulus intensity was individually
adjusted for each participant so that the mean amplitude of the peak–
peak MEP in the pre-TBS recording ranged between 0.5 and 1 mV
(Cheeran et al., 2008). cTBS was then applied for 40 s over left M1 using
the protocol of Huang et al. (2005) in which three pulses at 50 Hz are
applied every 200 ms (see Fig. 4A). The stimulus intensity was set at 80%
AMT and ranged from 28 to 44% maximal stimulator output across
participants. Corticospinal excitability was then measured at 5 min intervals from 5 to 45 min post-TBS as the mean peak-to-peak amplitude of
15 MEPs that were elicited with the same intensity used in the pre-TBS
period. Any trial displaying high EMG activity (⬎20 V) in the 200 ms
before the onset of the TMS pulse was discarded off-line.
Muscle contractions performed before and during cTBS have been
shown to influence the subsequent effect on corticospinal excitability
(Gentner et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2008). We were, therefore, careful to
ensure that the motor behavior of each participant was standardized in
the 10 min before cTBS. To obtain individual AMT measurements, participants performed 3– 4 isometric contractions of the FDI muscle, each
of ⬃1 min duration. cTBS was then performed ⬃5– 6 min after the end of
the last isometric contraction. This allowed time for the coils to be
switched between the Magstim Super Rapid and Magstim 200 2 stimulators and for the pre-TBS measurement of corticospinal excitability. Participants were requested to remain still and to keep their hands relaxed
during all of these procedures and compliance was monitored using the
EMG recordings.
The second experimental session was completed at least 72 h after the
first session but at the same time of day. Here we used MEG recordings to
assess the effect of an identical 40 s train of cTBS on spontaneous and
movement-related oscillatory activity in bilateral M1. Participants were
first positioned in the MEG system, where they performed a protocol,
consisting of 3 ⫻ 1 min rest periods and two blocks of 30 finger movement trials lasting ⬃180 s each. In each movement block, either left only
or right only finger abduction was required as quickly as possible in
response to a change in fixation cross color, which occurred with an
interstimulus interval of 6 s and a randomized jitter of ⫾500 ms. Movement timings were measured using both a button press response and
EMG recordings. A primary somatosensory (S1) index finger localizer
stimulus, consisting of 2 ⫻ 100 s periods of mild electrical stimulation,
was delivered to the left and right index fingers at the end of the recording
block (data not shown). Following completion of the pre-TBS MEG
recording, participants were removed from the scanner and AMT was
first recorded using the same procedure as the first experimental session.
Forty seconds of cTBS was then applied over left M1, after which participants were returned to the MEG system to complete two more experimental protocols identical to that described above. Participants were
requested to keep their hands and arms as still as possible while being
helped into the MEG system. The “post-TBS1” MEG recording began 10
min after stimulation and the “post-TBS2” MEG recording began 30 min
after stimulation.

Data analysis
TMS corticospinal excitability. In each participant, the mean peak-topeak MEP amplitude was calculated in each block of 15 trials, which was
used to determine the effects of cTBS on corticospinal excitability. Participants could be clearly separated into two groups based upon their
pre- to post-TBS change in corticospinal excitability. Based upon the
terminology used by Hamada et al. (2012), those subjects who displayed
a mean MEP reduction ⬎10%, as averaged across all post-TBS recordings, were categorized as “responders” and those that showed no change
or a facilitation of MEP amplitude were categorized as “nonresponders.” For comparison with MEG measures, these data were then
grouped into three blocks: (1) pre-TBS, comprising the baseline period
before cTBS; (2) post-TBS1, comprising the 10 –25 min after cTBS; and
(3) post-TBS2, comprising 30 – 45 min after cTBS.
Calculation of reaction time. Thirty reaction-time trials were recorded
from both the left and right hand during each of the three MEG recording
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Figure 1. Localization of motor cortex. A, Time-frequency plot of the source activity from a
virtual sensor in a representative participant as derived from the SAM beamformer approach.
The location was the largest PMBR activity in left M1 during abductions of the right index finger.
Trials were aligned to the point of movement offset. The passive (⫺2.0 to ⫺1.0 s) and active
(0.5–1.5 s) time periods used to create the differential SAM images are indicated by black boxes.
B, Functional identification of left M1 and right M1 from the PMBR following abductions of the
contralateral index fingers. The 3D coordinates (green circles), which are superimposed upon
the participant’s MR image, represent the maximal t scores in left M1 (top, t ⫽ 4.4) and right M1
(bottom, t ⫽ 4.5), and indicate the neural generators of the PMBR.
blocks (pre-TBS, post-TBS1, and post-TBS2). Reaction times were calculated from the onset of the visual cue to the onset of the EMG activity
in the FDI muscle. Trials containing reaction times ⬍100 ms or ⬎3 SDs
slower than the participants mean reaction time were discarded from the
analysis (2% of total). Trials containing large artifacts in the MEG signal
were also excluded from further analysis (3% of total).

MEG analysis
Source localization of motor cortex. Bilateral M1 were localized using the
established Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry (SAM) beamforming
method (Veen et al., 1997; Vrba and Robinson, 2001). This approach
computes a difference image, using the pseudo t statistic of the change in
predefined oscillatory power across all voxels within the anatomical
MRI-determined source space (Hillebrand et al., 2005). Here, with timezero defined as the offset of EMG activity associated with each index
finger abduction (termed movement offset) we localized the source of
the post-movement beta rebound (PMBR; Fig. 1A). This is achieved by
computing a difference image of the beta (15–35 Hz) frequency power
between a pre-movement period (⫺2.0 to ⫺1.0 s) and postmovement
period (0.5–1.5 s). Using this approach, the 3D coordinates of the maximal t score is a reflection of the neural generator of the PMBR, which is
robustly localized to the M1 hand area contralateral to the side of the
finger movement (Jurkiewicz et al., 2006; Hall et al., 2011). The maximal
t value in the sensorimotor cortex region provided the functional identification of bilateral M1 in each participant (Fig. 1B).
Estimation of spontaneous and functional oscillatory power. Data analyses were performed using custom software routines written using MATLAB (MathWorks). The effect of cTBS on spontaneous beta oscillatory
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power from bilateral M1 was assessed from three 60 s rest periods within
each MEG recording block. Muscle activity during the rest periods may
have had a confounding influence on the spontaneous beta oscillatory
activity. Data were therefore screened using an automated process, in
which MEG data obtained during resting EMG activity that exceeded 30
V were excluded from further analysis. For each participant, a spatially
constrained implementation of the SAM beamformer was used, in which
optimal sensor weights are computed and summed for a specific source
location, offering an optimal spatial filter for the region of interest; a
so-called “virtual electrode” (Robinson and Rose, 1992). Here, the virtual electrodes were reconstructed specifically for left and right M1 based
upon the coordinates identified by SAM analysis of PMBR. The power
profile of spontaneous oscillatory activity was determined using Morlet
wavelet time-frequency analysis of the virtual electrode output over the
1–50 Hz range in frequency bins of 0.5 Hz (Fig. 2A). Power spectral
density plots were then created for each 60 s rest period (Fig. 2B). The
peak amplitudes of the spontaneous oscillatory power within both muand beta-band frequencies were obtained from each 60s rest period.
These values were then averaged across each of the MEG recording blocks
(pre-TBS, post-TBS1, and post-TBS2) for both left and right M1.
Virtual electrode data from the same M1 loci were then used to determine the effects of cTBS on movement-related beta oscillations. The
movement trials from each MEG recording were first aligned from ⫺1.0
to ⫹1.0 s around the onset of the visual go-cue (Fig. 3A). The average
movement-related spectral power was then reconstructed for this time
period using a Morlet wavelet-based technique described above (Jurkiewicz et al., 2006). The baseline beta power was calculated as the mean
amplitude during the 900 ms before the visual cue onset (Fig. 3C, BP1).
The onset of the movement-related beta desynchronization (MRBD) was
also determined as the first point following the visual cue in which the
beta band power fell ⬍2.5 SDs of the power in the baseline period
(Fig. 3C).
The movement trials from each MEG recording were then realigned
from ⫺1.0 to ⫹1.0 s around the movement onset, which was determined
as the onset of EMG activity in the right index finger (Fig. 3B). The
average movement-related spectral power was then reconstructed for
this time period using the same approach described above. The amplitude of the beta power at the onset of EMG activity (Fig. 3D, BP2) was
recorded from each average. This provided a measurement of the MRBD
that occurred before the onset of the movement. The magnitude of the
MRBD was calculated as the mean beta power measured during the
baseline period (BP1) minus that at the point of EMG onset (BP2). This
was converted to a percentage change by dividing by the baseline power
(BP1) and multiplying by 100.
To further determine the effects of cTBS on movement-related oscillatory activity, the following three measures were taken from the right
index finger movement trial of the responder participants only: (1) “⌬
RT” calculated as the reaction time in the post-TBS1 recording minus the
reaction time in the pre-TBS recording; positive values indicated that
reaction times were slower in the post-TBS1 recording. (2) “⌬ MRBD
magnitude” calculated as the percentage MRBD in the post-TBS1 recording minus the percentage MRBD in the pre-TBS recording; positive
values indicated that the relative magnitude of the MRBD was larger in
the post-TBS1 recording. (3) “⌬ MRBD onset latency” calculated as the
MRBD onset latency in the post-TBS1 recording minus the MRBD onset
latency in the pre-TBS recording; positive values indicated that the
MRBD onset latency was longer in the post-TBS1 recording.

Statistics
The effect of cTBS on corticospinal excitability was analyzed for statistical
significance using a 2 ⫻ 3 repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA with group
(responder, non-responder) as the between-subjects factor and block
( pre-TBS, post-TBS1, post-TBS2) as the within-subjects factor. Reaction
times were analyzed using a three-way RM ANOVA with group (responders, nonresponders) as the between-subject factors and finger (left,
right) and block ( pre-TBS, post-TBS1, post-TBS2) as within-subject
factors.
The effects of cTBS on spontaneous bilateral M1 oscillatory activity
was analyzed using a two-way RM ANOVA with group (responder, non-
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Figure 2. Effect of cTBS on spontaneous oscillatory beta activity. A, Time-frequency representations of spontaneous oscillatory activity recorded from left M1 in a representative responder
participant. Each plot represents 60 s of spontaneous oscillatory activity recorded during each of the three MEG recording blocks. B, Power spectral density profiles of both left M1 and right M1
oscillatory activity were then created for each 60 s period. The peak amplitude of the spontaneous oscillatory power within the beta-band frequency (15–35 Hz) was obtained from each 60 s period
and averaged across pre-TBS and post-TBS recording blocks. C, Change in oscillatory beta power was calculated as the mean power in the post-TBS minus the mean power in the pre-TBS recording.
Data points represent the mean ⫾ SEM in responder (red squares) and nonresponder (blue circles) participants. * indicates that the peak beta power recorded from left M1 of responder participants
was significantly higher after cTBS ( p ⫽ 0.012).
responder) as the between-subjects factor and hemisphere (left M1, right
M1) the within-subject factor. The effects of cTBS on the magnitude and
onset latency of the MRBD in the responder participants were analyzed
using a two-way RM ANOVA with block (pre-TBS, post-TBS1) and
hemisphere (left M1, right M1) as within-subject factors.
The strength of the relationships between ⌬RT and the ⌬MRBD magnitude and the ⌬MRBD onset latency was determined using correlation
analyses with Pearson’s r.
Data points that did not follow a normal distribution were natural log
transformed before statistical analysis. When appropriate, main effects
and interaction effects resulting from the ANOVAs were further investigated using post hoc t tests. p values ⬍0.05 were considered statistically
significant. All statistical analysis procedures were performed using SPSS
version 20.

the responder and nonresponder participant groups in pre-TBS
block (Fig. 4B). RM ANOVA was used to determine the difference in MEP amplitude between pre-TBS, post-TBS1 (10 –25
min), and post-TBS2 (30 – 45 min) between responder and nonresponder groups. This revealed a significant interaction of
group ⫻ block on MEP amplitude F(2,28) ⫽ 16.8, p ⬍ 0.001.
Compared with baseline, MEP amplitudes of the responder participants reduced by 243 V at post-TBS1 ( p ⫽ 0.03) and by 263
V at post-TBS2 ( p ⫽ 0.01). In contrast, MEP amplitudes of the
nonresponder participants had a nonsignificant increase of 179
V at post-TBS1 ( p ⫽ 0.13) and a significant increase of 308 V
at post-TBS2 ( p ⫽ 0.003).

Results

Effect of cTBS on reaction time
The effect of cTBS, applied over left M1, on mean reaction time
was first analyzed with responder and nonresponder participants
as separate groups (Fig. 4C). RM ANOVA revealed a significant
interaction of hand ⫻ block ⫻ group F(2,28) ⫽ 4.97, p ⫽ 0.014. In
responder participants, there was a significant increase in mean
reaction-time of right index finger abductions during the postTBS1 recording (22.0 ⫾ 18.4 ms, p ⫽ 0.045), although consistent
with previous observations (Huang et al., 2005) this effect was not
sustained during the post-TBS2 recording (1.5 ⫾ 11.0 ms; p ⫽
0.80). In contrast, nonresponder participants showed a significant reduction in RT during both post-TBS1 (11.8 ⫾ 4.4 ms;

Effect of cTBS on corticospinal excitability
Eight of the 16 participants displayed a significant decrease in
corticospinal excitability in the 5 to 45 min following cTBS. The
mean reduction of MEP amplitude within each of these individual responder participants (average across all post-cTBS blocks)
ranged from 53 to 89% of the pre-cTBS recording. The remaining
eight participants, in whom corticospinal excitability was either
unaffected or increased in the 5 to 45 min following cTBS, were
categorized as nonresponders (range from 3 to 110% increase
from pre-cTBS). No significant ( p ⫽ 0.37) difference was observed in the mean level of corticospinal excitability recorded in
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Figure 3. Measurement of movement-related beta activity. A, Time-frequency representation of the virtual sensor output from the left M1 of a responder participant as they performed
abductions of the right index finger. The movement trials from the pre-TBS recording were aligned from ⫺1.0 to ⫹1.0 s around the onset of the visual go-cue. B, Left M1 virtual sensor output as
presented in A, but realigned from ⫺1.0 to ⫹1.0 s around the movement onset of the right index finger. C, Time course of the averaged spectral power in the beta frequency (15–35 Hz) band aligned
to the visual cue. The baseline beta power (BP1), which is represented by the blue horizontal dashed line, was calculated as the mean amplitude during the 900 ms before the visual cue onset, as
represented by the black vertical dashed lines. The onset of the MRBD was also determined as the first point following the visual cue in which the beta-band power fell ⬍2.5 SDs of BP1. This threshold
is represented by the red horizontal dashed line. D, Time course of the averaged spectral power in the beta frequency band aligned to the movement onset. The magnitude of the MRBD was calculated
by first measuring the power of the beta activity at the movement onset (BP2). To obtain a relative change from baseline this value was then subtracted from the power measured during the baseline
period (BP1) in C.

p ⫽ 0.001) and post-TBS2 (23.1 ⫾ 14.1 ms; p ⫽ 0.015) recordings. There were no significant effects of cTBS on mean reactiontimes recorded during left index finger abductions in either
responder or nonresponder participants.
Effect of cTBS on resting cortical oscillations
SAM analysis of the PMBR provided robust localization of bilateral M1 hand area, associated with finger abductions (Fig. 1B).
Virtual electrodes, constructed at these sources during the rest
periods, revealed the presence of bilateral spontaneous beta activity in all 16 participants. An increase in beta oscillatory power
was observed following cTBS in the stimulated hemisphere of
responder participants (Fig. 2A). As demonstrated by the power
spectral density profiles (Fig. 2B) of an individual responder participant, cTBS increased the power of the spontaneous oscillatory
beta activity during both post-TBS1 and post-TBS2 MEG recordings. This effect was not detected in the nonstimulated hemisphere. To maximize the power of the statistical analysis, data
from both post-TBS recordings were then averaged (Fig. 2C). RM

ANOVA confirmed a significant interaction of hemisphere ⫻
group F(1,14) ⫽ 6.32, p ⫽ 0.025. The interaction effect was due to
the responder participants having a significant increase in left M1
beta-band power from pre-TBS to post-TBS recordings ( p ⫽
0.012). No such effect was detected in the right M1 of responder
participants ( p ⫽ 0.85) or either left M1 ( p ⫽ 0.88) or right M1
( p ⫽ 0.12) of nonresponder participants.
In contrast to the beta activity, virtual electrodes revealed the
presence of clear bilateral mu (8 –12 Hz) activity peaks in only six
of the eight responder participants and five of the eight nonresponder participants. Due to the unequal number of participants
in each group, we compared the magnitude of the cTBSmediated change in mu power in left M1 versus right M1 using
paired t tests. Results revealed no significant hemispheric difference in mu power change in left M1 versus right M1 in either the
responder (0.63 ⫾ 0.83 vs 0.09 ⫾ 0.70 nAm 2; t(5) ⫽ 1.2, p ⫽ 0.28)
or nonresponder groups (0.14 ⫾ 0.19 vs 0.57 ⫾ 0.66 nAm 2; t(4) ⫽
⫺2.0, p ⫽ 0.11). Furthermore, a correlation analysis of the
change in power in the beta and mu frequencies over the post-
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cTBS time periods confirmed the independence of these signals in both the
responder (r 2 ⫽ 0.13, p ⫽ 0.43) and nonresponder (r 2 ⫽ 0.08, p ⫽ 0.53)
participants.
Effect of cTBS on MRBD
Our results indicated that cTBS delayed
the reaction time of the right index finger
abductions in the post-TBS1 recordings
of responder participants (Fig. 4C). We
therefore examined the effects of cTBS on
movement-related beta oscillatory activity by focusing on a comparison between
the pre-TBS and post-TBS1 recordings of
responder participants. We did not examine the effects of cTBS on movementrelated gamma (60 –90 Hz) oscillatory
activity as we did not consistently detect
the presence of this activity in the pre-TBS
recordings. The MRBD was measured as
the reduction in the power of the beta activity from the prestimulus period to the
onset of movement. During the pre-TBS Figure 4. Effect of CTBS on corticospinal excitability and reaction times. A, cTBS was applied over left M1 at an intensity of 80%
recordings, the MRBD was 16.4 ⫾ 7.7% in active motor threshold in 50 Hz bursts of three pulses repeated at 200 ms intervals for 40 s. Corticospinal excitability was deterleft M1 and 13.1 ⫾ 9.3% in right M1 (Fig. mined from the mean MEP amplitude recorded in the right FDI muscle following 15 trials of single-pulse TMS. B, Time course of
5A). During the post-TBS1 recordings, corticospinal excitability after cTBS. Participants were categorized as responders (n ⫽ 8) or nonresponders (n ⫽ 8) depending on
the presence of inhibitory after-effects. C, Mean reaction times of responder and nonresponder participants during both left and
the MRBD reduced to 10.7 ⫾ 3.2% in left right index finger abductions in each MEG recording. Data points represent the mean ⫾ SEM. * indicates significant difference
M1 and 11.5 ⫾ 6.4% in right M1; how- ( p ⬍ 0.05) in reaction time between the two highlighted conditions.
ever, RM ANOVA indicated that there
were no significant main effects of cTBS,
pants that display reduced corticospinal excitability and inF(1,7) ⫽ 0.42, p ⫽ 0.54, or hemisphere, F(1,7) ⫽ 2.0, p ⫽ 0.20, on
creased reaction time following cTBS. To our knowledge, this is
the magnitude of the MRBD, nor was there an interaction effect,
the first study to identify and characterize individual variability of
F(1,7) ⫽ 2.2, p ⫽ 0.18.
oscillatory activity in response to cTBS.
In addition to measuring the percentage magnitude of the
In the context of genetic evidence underlying cTBS efficacy, an
MRBD, a threshold crossing procedure was also used to measure
attractive proposition is that brain-derived neurotrophic factor
the MRBD onset latency (Fig. 3C). During the pre-TBS record(BDNF) underlies the differential response between responders
ings, the MRBD onset was 208.9 ⫾ 53.9 ms in left M1 and 252.6 ⫾
and nonresponders. Cheeran et al. (2008) showed that cTBS39.3 ms in right M1 (Fig. 5B). During the post-TBS1 recordings,
reduction in corticospinal excitability is associated with the
the MRBD onset latency increased to 247.2 ⫾ 79.3 ms in left M1
Val66Val polymorphism. Importantly, BDNF modulation of
and 263.6 ⫾ 74.3 ms in right M1; RM ANOVA indicated that
postsynaptic GABA-A responses in the cortex (Tanaka et al.,
there were no significant main effects of cTBS, F(1,7) ⫽ 1.8, p ⫽
1997) is likely to directly shape the GABAergic interneuron0.23, or hemisphere, F(1,7) ⫽ 1.2, p ⫽ 0.32, on the MRBD onset
driven beta oscillations in M1 (Yamawaki et al., 2008). Given that
latency, nor was there an interaction effect, F(1,7) ⫽ 0.5, p ⫽ 0.52.
this phasic inhibitory signature underlies the spontaneous beta
Correlation analyses were then performed to determine
signal observed with MEG (Jensen et al., 2005), which is elevated
whether the cTBS-induced changes in reaction time from the
in power following GABA-A modulation (Hall et al., 2010), it is
right index finger were associated with changes in oscillatory beta
unsurprising that spontaneous beta power underlies the distincactivity recorded from left M1 (Fig. 5C,D). The ⌬RT following
tion between responder and nonresponder participants. A metacTBS did not show a significant correlation with either the
2
analysis conducted by (Gratacòs et al., 2007) estimated the
⌬MRBD magnitude (r ⫽ 0.17, p ⫽ 0.30) or the ⌬MRBD onset
2
frequency of the Val-allele to be ⬃81% in Caucasian and 56% in
latency (r ⫽ 0.12, p ⫽ 0.78).
Asian ethnic groups, respectively. However, with six Caucasian
and two Asian participants in both our responder and nonreDiscussion
sponder groups, and without genetic information, we can only
Following the protocol of Huang et al. (2005), cTBS applied over
speculate on the prevalence of the Val-allele polymorphism and
left M1 reduced corticospinal excitability in 50% of participants.
its association with inhibitory after-effects and increased beta
Consistent with recent findings (McAllister et al., 2011;
power following cTBS.
Goldsworthy et al., 2012; Hamada et al., 2012), the inhibitory
Our observation of increased spontaneous M1 beta power is
after-effects of cTBS show high interparticipant variability; simconsistent
with the results of Stagg et al. (2009) who found that
ilar to that found with 1 Hz rTMS protocols (Fitzgerald et al.,
MRS-measured GABA concentration within M1 increased fol2006). Importantly, our MEG source-level recordings demonlowing cTBS over this region, and such M1 GABA concentrations
strate that this variability is associated with changes in M1 neuhave been shown previously to correlate with PMBR power
ronal network synchrony. Specifically, we observed an increase in
(Gaetz et al., 2011). These findings indicate that inhibitory afterspontaneous beta power in stimulated M1, in a group of partici-
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number of participants exhibiting mu in
the present cohort suggest that this feature
would be worthy of further investigation
in future studies.
McAllister et al. (2011), using EEG
sensor analysis over electrode site C3,
found no association between spontaneous beta power (14 –30 Hz) and the
magnitude of corticospinal inhibition following 40 s of cTBS over left M1. Furthermore, no change in spontaneous beta
power, as measured during the 8 min
post-stimulation, was detected. In contrast, Noh et al. (2012) reported that 20 s
of cTBS applied over left M1, produced
widespread increases in low beta (13–20
Hz) power in both stimulated and nonstimulated hemispheres. Our current results are in partial agreement with Noh et
al. (2012), as we only observed increased
beta activity in the stimulated M1 region,
possibly a consequence of different recording techniques. Our source-level
MEG approach provides a more sensitive
reconstruction of M1 activity, as it acFigure 5. Effect of cTBS on movement-related oscillatory beta activity. A, Percentage magnitude of the MRBD measured from
counts for interparticipant variations in
both left and right M1 during abduction of the right index finger in the pre-TBS and post-TBS1 recordings. B, Onset latency of the
MRBD measured from both left and right M1 during abduction of the right index finger in the pre-TBS and post-TBS1 recordings. C, recording location. The use of MEG also
The relationship between the change in the power of MRBD from left M1 following cTBS plotted against the change in reaction time avoids the problem of signal contaminain the right index finger. Positive values indicate that reaction times ( y-axis) or percentage MRBD magnitude (x-axis) were longer tion from a cortical reference site, often
in the post-TBS1 recording as compared with the pre-TBS recording. D, The change in the onset latency of the MRBD from left M1 seen with EEG.
Huang et al. (2005) also reported that
following cTBS plotted against the change in reaction time of the right index finger. Positive values indicate that reaction
times ( y-axis) or MRBD onset latency (x-axis) were longer in the post-TBS1 recording as compared with the pre-TBS cTBS delayed simple reaction time in the
recording.
contralateral but not ipsilateral hand. This
effect was present at 10 min but not 30
effects of cTBS on M1 activity may be GABAergically mediated.
min poststimulation. Some subsequent studies have failed to deEvidence from rat models indicates that TBS affects protein extect an effect of M1 cTBS on simple or choice reaction time
pression related to GABA synthesis (Trippe et al., 2009; Benali et
(Schabrun et al., 2008; Noh et al., 2012); however, others have
al., 2011; Funke and Benali, 2011), consistent with the sustained
reported that cTBS can disrupt grip force (Nowak et al., 2005;
neuroplastic effects. However, given that GABA-mediated phasic
Schabrun et al., 2008; Stefan et al., 2008). Here, we expand on
inhibition exerts its effects through entrainment of glutamatergic
previous findings by distinguishing between responder and nonpyramidal cells, these elements of the circuit should not be overresponder participants. Reaction times of the responders were
looked. Indeed, cTBS effects are blocked in the presence of the
significantly slower in the contralateral index finger at 10 min but
N-methyl-D-aspartate antagonist memantine (Huang et al.,
not 30 min, following the application of cTBS. Nonresponders
2007).
showed a reduction in reaction time following TBS, which may
EEG recordings following single-pulse TMS demonstrate a
reflect a facilitatory effect of the stimulation. However, it is also
negative association between the spontaneous beta power and
possible that this reduction in reaction time occurs across the
contralateral MEP amplitude (Zarkowski et al., 2006; Mäki and
experiment due to practice effects as described previously (Noh et
Ilmoniemi, 2010). This is consistent with the increase in spontaal., 2012). Importantly, when considered in the context of nonneous beta power in stimulated M1 following cTBS. Corticospiresponder results, reaction-time of the responder group remains
nal excitability is reduced in the 200 to 1000 ms following
comparatively elevated.
stimulation of the median nerve (Chen et al., 1999) and from 500
In the context of pathology, PD is typically associated with an
to 1000 ms after a simple finger movement (Chen et al., 1998),
emergence of elevated “pathological” beta oscillations in cortical
corresponding with increases in beta power found during these
areas (Sharott et al., 2005; Mallet et al., 2008; Pollok et al., 2012)
tasks (Salenius et al., 1997; Jurkiewicz et al., 2006). These data
and subcortical areas (Brown et al., 2001; Cassidy et al., 2002;
support the view that elevated M1 beta power is related to cortical
Sharott et al., 2005; Mallet et al., 2008). The importance of beta
inhibition, consistent with the cortical-idling hypothesis
activity in PD is endorsed by the observation of attenuated beta
(Pfurtscheller, 1992), but slightly less congruous with the hypower and coherence accompanying symptomatic relief followpothesis of beta as a promoter of tonic activity (Brown, 2007).
ing treatment with Levodopa or deep brain stimulation
Our results demonstrated the presence of a clear peak within
(Silberstein et al., 2005; Kühn et al., 2009). In PD patients and
the mu (8 –12 Hz) frequency band in 11 of the 16 participants.
healthy controls, elevated beta power in the human motor system
The changes in mu power following cTBS in both responders and
is considered antikinetic (Jenkinson and Brown, 2011). The apnonresponders proved nonsignificant and we have therefore foplication of transcranial alternating current stimulation at beta
cused our discussion on beta power changes. However, the low
frequencies over human M1 has been reported to slow voluntary
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movement and modify force production during visuomotor
tasks (Pogosyan et al., 2009; Joundi et al., 2012).
Recordings of local field-potentials from the subthalamic nucleus of PD patients show a positive correlation between the latency of MRBD and reaction time (Kühn et al., 2004; Ray et al.,
2012). These results led to our hypothesis that cTBS-mediated
increases in reaction time would be accompanied by a concomitant increases in the onset latency of the MRBD. We observed that
cTBS increased reaction times in the contralateral hand. However, although the onset latency of MRBD increased by ⬃40 ms,
the variance in the sample rendered this result nonsignificant.
Similarly, despite an increase in spontaneous beta power, no significant difference in MRBD amplitude was seen at EMG onset.
This finding was unexpected. However, previous studies have
also demonstrated that manipulations that increase the amplitude of MRBD are not necessarily accompanied by a change in
function measureable with reaction time (Hall et al., 2011;
Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2012). In contrast, Noh et al. (2012)
reported that cTBS increased the power of the ␣ and low beta
power recorded during finger movements. These effects are
rather difficult to interpret, as all phases of the movement period,
including the MRBD and PMBR, from both ipsilateral and contralateral movements were averaged together. In a related MEG
study, Hsu et al. (2011) reported that the excitatory after-effects
of intermittent TBS were associated with increased PMBR amplitudes in the stimulated M1 and decreased PMBR amplitudes in
the nonstimulated M1 hemisphere. However, this finding is difficult to interpret because TBS-mediated changes in spontaneous
M1 beta activity were not examined and the PMBR changes were
calculated relative to this baseline. Gamma synchronization,
which occurs at movement onset, has been reported previously
(Muthukumaraswamy, 2010). This short-lived oscillatory increase was not consistently observed in our participants, perhaps due to the low trial number. We were, therefore, unable
to determine whether movement-related gamma activity was
modified by cTBS, but suggest that this would be worthy of
further exploration.
While noninvasive brain-stimulation techniques can produce
sustained neuroplastic effects and modify motor behavior, high
levels of interindividual variability limit their potential therapeutic value (Ridding and Rothwell, 2007). We demonstrate that the
combined use of TMS and source-level MEG recordings provides
a discriminatory method for examining this phenomenon. Specifically, with 50% of participants in this study exhibiting changes
in corticospinal excitability and reaction time following cTBS, we
were able to characterize these individual differences. Our results
demonstrate that the observed variability may relate to GABAergic mechanisms governing the presence of oscillatory beta activity within M1. Further research on this topic is therefore likely to
provide important new data to improve future interventions and
treatment.
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